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 THE GANGES FLOWS THROUGH AFRICA:
 V. S. NAIPAUL'S INDIA AND A BEND IN THE RIVER

 Suijit S. Dulai

 By far the largest proportion of V. S. Naipaul's writing deals with
 the contemporary circumstances of various societies and civilizations of
 the Third World, from Malaysia in the East to the Caribbean in the West.
 He has written fiction or non-fiction about countries in the West Indies,
 South America, India, the Islamic world, and Africa. In his treatment of
 these areas of the world, India occupies a pivotal place. This is because
 Naipaul's thinking about the Third World, indeed his outlook on the
 contemporary world, has its ultimate genesis in his cultural background
 as a third-generation descendant of Indian settlers in Trinidad. As one
 belonging to the Indian community there and also in close touch with the
 world of Trinidad beyond it, he acquired deep insights into the situation
 of his community and its wider societal context. Later, impelled by a
 desire to know the country and civilization of his ancestors, when Naipaul
 studied and travelled to India, he used these insights, with suitable
 expansion and modification, to understand India's history and
 contemporary conditions. The outlook on India he thus came to have-a
 view of the India of Trinidad of his childhood developed into that of the
 subcontinent seen as an adult-became central to his perspective on the
 Third World. Characteristic features of this India of his outlook often

 repeat themselves in his portrayal of the other regions of the Third World,
 his India seeking mirror images of itself in analogous societies and
 civilizations. It is, hence illuminating to study his works on these
 societies and civilizations in light of his ideas and attitudes about India.
 The present essay examines A Bend in the River (1979), Naipaul's novel
 about Africa, from that perspective.

 Naipaul's earliest novels- The Mystic Masseur (1957), The Suffrage
 of Elvira (1958), Miguel Street (1964), A House for Mr. Biswas (1964)-
 all came out of his Trinidad experience. In 1960, after he had finished
 writing A House for Mr. Biswas, Naipaul began to travel to different
 Third World countries to write about them. First he went back to

 Trinidad (he had settled in England after having gone there to study at
 Oxford) and then travelled to four other countries, three in the West
 Indies and one in South America. An account of his impressions of these
 countries appeared as The Middle Passage in 1963. In the same year
 Naipaul went on a year-long visit to India. The outcome of this trip was
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 his first book on India, An Area of Darkness (1964). Since then he has
 returned again for extended visits to India and written two more books
 about the contemporary state of Indian civilization, India: A Wounded
 Civilization (1977) and India: A Million Mutinies Now (1990). In
 between, he also undertook a journey through four Muslim countries-
 Iran, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Malaysia- recording his observations in
 Among the Believers: An Islamic Journey (1981). Before writing A Bend
 in the River, he had lived in Kenya for about a year and travelled to other
 parts of Africa. The action of the novel takes place partly on the East
 Coast and mainly in a country that resembles Zaire, but the novel is about
 contemporary sub-Saharan Africa as a whole.

 The territorial range of Naipaul's writing has thus steadily
 expanded to embrace the better part of the Third World. Among all the
 areas so covered by his writing, India, the land of his forbears, has
 throughout held a preeminent place and drawn his most special interest.
 He has always had a deep emotional involvement with India and seems to
 have learned more about it than any other country. Naipaul's views about
 India bear a close connection with his personal experience of the Indian
 culture as he saw it in Trinidad. In fact, Naipaul's close personal
 knowledge of the social realities of Trinidad has often served as a model
 and a source of insights into most other societies of the Third World that
 he has written about. But, because of his Hindu background, the
 relationship between his experience of India and that of Trinidad is
 closest. Here one sees the greatest continuity, unity, and reinforcement
 in thinking, from his knowledge of the Indian culture in Trinidad to that
 of India itself. In An Area of Darkness, Naipaul describes how, although
 he thought that he had lost the culture of his birth as he grew up, when
 he went to India he discovered that he still retained deep perceptions of
 Hinduism from his early life in Trinidad.

 And in India I was to see that so many of the things which
 the newer and now perhaps truer side of my nature kicked
 against-the smugness, as it seemed to me, the
 imperviousness to criticism, the refusal to see, the double-
 talk and double-think-had an answer in that side of myself
 which I had thought buried and which India revived as a
 faint memory. I understood better than I admitted, (p. 30)

 Naipaul's Trinidad experience merges with that of India in the
 formation of his outlook on India. The coherence of this outlook, his
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 deep personal understanding of the Indian culture, and his long
 preoccupation with it- with three books of nonfiction on India, besides
 many works of fiction concerning the Hindu community in Trinidad, he
 has written by far more about India and Indians than any other country or
 people-all combine to give India a central importance in his perspective
 on the Third World. His perceptions of the realities of life in Trinidad
 and India together provide a foundation and paradigms for his assessment
 of several other countries. His understanding of India thus lies at the
 heart of his understanding of the Third World, his views about India and
 Indian culture often paralleled in his portrayal of other areas, particularly
 areas of the non-Western world. The India of his thinking is a window
 through which one can see the outlines of his treatment of other similar
 societies. His India replicates itself in his studies of these societies. His
 Ganges flows through many lands of his writing.

 Naipaul's India appears in A Bend in the River in two important
 ways, in the African situation as represented by Naipaul, and in the
 prominence in the novel of characters of Indian origin, the protagonist
 himself being such a character. The Africa of the novel shows some
 fundamental similarities both with his portrayal of the circumstances of the
 Indian community in Trinidad and with his observations on India. The
 characters of Indian origin have an archetypal role in the novel and its
 central meaning.

 Let us consider the importance of these characters first. Their
 presence has multiple levels of significance. First of all they represent an
 important aspect of reality in relation to India- namely, the diaspora of
 Indians to other lands. Indians have gone in large numbers to work, and
 eventually to settle, in many foreign countries. Frequently, they have had
 to migrate again from these countries to still other places either in search
 of further opportunities or being compelled to leave for political reasons,
 as for instance, in the case of the expulsion of Indians from Uganda by Idi
 Amin. Naipaul's own life illustrates this phenomenon of repeated
 migration from country to country. During the latter part of the
 nineteenth and in the early twentieth century, sizeable numbers of Indians
 went to work, mostly as laborers, in different colonies of the British
 empire as well as in several other countries, such as the U.S.A., Mexico,
 and Argentina. Towards the late 1950s, the dislocations caused by the
 independence of the erstwhile colonies from British rule led to an exodus,
 by compulsion or voluntary emigration, of the majority of Indians settled
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 there to the U.K., U.S.A., and Canada. During the same period, a few
 million Indians have also migrated directly from India to these and other
 affluent countries. But migration of Indians to other lands is not
 altogether a modern phenomenon. It has occurred throughout history. It
 is, for example, an historical fact that Indian settlements on the East Coast
 of Africa, like the one described in A Bend in the River, had existed for
 centuries. The diaspora of Indians from ancient times to the present is an
 important strand of world history. The fortunes of the Indian characters
 in the novel represent this phenomenon.

 Secondly, these characters function as archetypes of individuals
 adrift and fending for themselves in the unsettled conditions of many post-
 colonial societies. Thirdly, to a degree, they also exemplify in their
 fortunes the instability, continuous fast change, excessive mobility, forced
 or voluntary, and a state of rootlessness and permanent exile that
 characterize the human condition today worldwide. Lastly, and most
 importantly, they function as carriers of the essential elements of
 civilization as visualized in the novel. They embody in their role the
 novel's central message that the meeting and harmonious mingling of
 peoples of diverse origins in one place and an openness to the world
 beyond the narrow boundaries of one's own culture are necessary
 foundations for building a civil society.

 As to the similarities between the Africa of Naipaul's fiction and
 the India of his observations, the most apparent similarity, of course, lies
 in the fact that both areas were for long under western colonial rule and
 are now independent. Contrary to what one would expect, independence
 has not brought about an improvement in the conditions of life in either
 place. Instead, conditions have in many ways seriously deteriorated,
 although there are differences between India and Africa in the degree of
 that deterioration and its form. In India, Naipaul witnesses dire poverty
 and, worse than poverty, pervasive squalor. In Africa too he sees want
 and poverty rampant, and as trouble develops, the town at the "Bend in
 the River" is choked with rising piles of garbage. However, the more
 patent problem here is the frequent recurrence of uprisings and utter
 disruption of law and order which require use of armed force and violence
 to reestablish control. Life in both Africa and India is also riddled with

 graft and corruption in every sphere of activity.

 As Naipaul sees it, all these problems ultimately stem from one
 fundamental cause, the insularity and fragmentation of the civilizations in
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 question, the insularity being a withdrawal from contact with the worlds
 beyond their own cultural boundaries, and fragmentation an internal
 splintering of people into separate group identities- ethnic, regional,
 religions, tribal, etc. Naipaul considers both the inner unity of a people
 and their regular intercourse with other peoples as essential for civilized
 life. It would seem that colonialism with the logistic unity it created in
 the respective colonies and a commitment to the dissemination of western
 culture therein that it often professed, had the necessary ingredients for
 the advancement of civilized life in the colonized territories. Such indeed

 was the claim of the colonial powers and the self-justification for their
 rule. Naipaul is often perceived as one subscribing to this colonial creed
 and hence dubbed a neo-imperialist and a racist. This, however, is a
 gross simplification and misunderstanding of Naipaul's position. It is
 often too readily assumed that Naipaul believes that it was the western
 rule fostered orderly and civilized life in the colonies and its withdrawal
 led to instability and disorder. Naipaul does aver that European,
 particularly British, colonialism did quicken intellectual and civic life in
 the areas under it, but he also shows that in its total impact, it did far
 more harm than good. A close reading of Naipaul suggests that the good
 that came out of the colonial situation was not the result of the colonial

 rule as such and the colonists' "mission" to "civilize." It rather simply
 followed from the meeting of cultures that was inevitable under the
 circumstances.

 Since the rulers remained separate from the people they ruled over,
 they themselves became a barrier against close contact between their home
 countries and the colonies, thus obstructing full dissemination of modern
 western ideas and culture among the subject peoples that the colonial rule
 professed to foster. Internally, the same separation of the rulers from the
 ruled, despite some progress towards the creation of new unified social,
 political, and logistic structures necessary for the foreign rulers' control
 over their dominions, reinforced, in reciprocation, the natural impulse of
 the conquered to retreat into themselves for cultural survival.

 The retreat, Naipaul observes in his nonfiction about India and
 implies in his fiction about Africa, had lethal consequences for the subject
 civilizations. Turning inwards, the civilizations fed on themselves and
 progressively diminished and fragmented. Desperation for cultural
 survival bred severe conservatism. As the spheres of the native cultures
 became circumscribed, hierarchical and social distinctions within them
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 hardened to preserve the cultures. The conquered civilizations thus
 developed an inner callousness, a tyranny based on distinctions between
 high and low. Narrow group identities-in India mainly caste-driven, in
 Africa tribal, even racial, and regional- became sacred or almost sacred.

 The result was a deep inner fracturing of both civilizations.
 Difference and degree, rather than similarity and unity of peoples became
 all important. Each civilization appeared unified, especially in opposition
 to foreign rule, but underneath this veneer, the edifice was severely
 cracked and ready to crumble. Individuals could neither act for
 themselves nor for the larger society; they could function only as part of
 the immediate group- caste, clan, etc.- that they belonged to. There could
 be no wide concern for the well-being of society as a whole. Hence the
 indifference to the surrounding poverty and squalor and the potential for
 recurring anarchy and chaos. There is no inner commitment to holding
 together the fabric of society as society, the only commitment being to
 holy or almost holy group identities and separate group interests. The
 fabric of society is upheld by external force, the foreign rule.

 When the foreign rule ends, its force has to be replaced by another
 force, that of the native government. In An Area of Darkness, Naipaul
 remarks at one point that India invites conquest. He also observes in the
 same book that India is a "country which has . . . learned to make room
 for outsiders ... at the top." (p.60) When, with independence, a native
 social and political elite emerges to replace the foreign rulers at the top,
 it might be expected to have an outlook shaped by modern ideas of
 freedom, equality, and human rights. The new elite does profess and
 appear to have such an outlook. But it is only a show, a "mimicry," for
 deep down,

 a knowledge of degree is in the bones and no Indian is far
 from his origins. . . . However incongruous the imported
 mechanics of the new world . . . seem, they have been
 incorporated into the rule of degree, (p. 59)

 The new rulers are the highest caste. Like any caste, their psychology is
 one of inward withdrawal from society. Being the highest caste, they can
 withdraw the most. This is the paradox of their position as rulers. They
 have cut themselves asunder from their society. They are not truly
 concerned about it. They do not belong to it. They are the true heirs of
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 the erstwhile foreign rulers, natives become outside overlords of their own
 society.

 What is true about the psychology of Indian politics has its extreme
 counterpart in political practice in contemporary Africa. The Big Man in
 A Bend in the River is no more a man of his people than the colonial
 rulers were. He holds them under with main force, sometimes with the
 help of troops from the same country that ruled his country earlier, and
 with subterfuge and manipulation. He cannot even be compared to his
 sound-alike the Big Brother of 1984. The latter is a mythical figure
 personifying a segment of society, the Party. He represents an ideology
 and ideological control of society. Big Brother aims to change people, to
 change them for the worse, but to change them nonetheless. He is deeply
 involved with them on a daily basis. Unlike him, the Big Man is a real
 individual, standing by himself and detached from his people, controlling
 them from a distance. He does not aim to change their condition for
 better or worse, only to hold them in check so that he can stay in power.

 Yet the Big Man does create a myth, the myth of pure Africa. He
 patronizes Raymond, a European scholar who had come to Africa during
 the colonial rule and has stayed after independence. Raymond is writing
 a definitive history of Africa. In the early days of his regime, the Big
 Man gave Raymond much attention and he was constantly seen with the
 Big Man and perceived as his mentor. But gradually, the Big Man began
 to dissociate himself from him, eventually ignoring him completely,
 although Raymond continued to stay in the country and retained his
 academic position. The Big Man seemed to have lost interest in the actual
 history of Africa and instead decided to "Africanize" his country and his
 own image. He propagated the cult of the Black Madonna and her statues
 began to appear all over the country. Himself he began to wear the garb
 of an African tribal chief complete with staff and cap. This indigenization
 symbolized an effort to return to the purity of African culture in the belief
 that a pure African culture did exist or could be revived. But, it was a
 vain belief, at variance with reality. It projected an imaginary,
 unrealizable identity. Africa had changed, its civilization diminished and
 weakened. The imaginary identity distracted from confrontation with and
 redress of the present conditions.

 This quest for purity and glorification of the native culture is
 similar to what also occurred in India. Looking at the ruinous aspects of
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 the British Raj, Naipaul says in An Area of Darkness that despite its
 superhuman "endeavor," in its heyday, the Raj had become trapped in a
 myth of "Englishness," in England's involvement with itself, the rulers
 becoming mentally withdrawn and contemptuous of Indians. Indians, in
 imitation, acquired their own self-flattering mystique of Indianness, of a
 "conscious possession of spirituality, ... of an ancient culture. ..." (p.
 223) In fact, centuries of defeat had maimed and eroded the Indian
 civilization. The civilization had survived and endured in retreat because

 of an "unexamined sense of continuity," through repeated acts of
 creativity and interruptions. The sense of continuity, "India's strength
 ... to endure" was lost in the concept of Indianness. "The creative urge
 failed. . . . Shiva . . . ceased to dance." (p. 229)

 In India: A Wounded Civilization, Naipaul returns to the same
 theme. The decline and inevitable demise of the Indian civilization is the

 central theme of the entire book. The civilization continued only by
 repeated revivals of what had decayed long ago. Writing about the
 magnificent medieval kingdom of Vijayanagar, Naipaul, says,

 ... the Hinduism Vijayanagar proclaimed had reached a
 dead end, and in some ways had decayed, as popular
 Hinduism so easily decays, into barbarism. (It had) its
 slave markets, its temple prostitutes . . . suttee . . . human
 sacrifice, (p. 7)

 In its continued defeat, Hinduism developed a "philosophy of distress"
 learning to be "at peace with the world it knew." (p. 23) The philosophy
 offered a "vision of a world finely balanced," and in the words of the hero
 of a post-independence Indian novel, Mr. Sampath, as Naipaul notices,
 "an arrangement made by gods." Naipaul sums up.

 Only India, with its great past, its civilization, its
 philosophy, and its almost holy poverty, offered this truth:
 India was the truth. . . . And India, for all its terrors,
 could be proclaimed ... as perfect, (p. 26)

 Such archaism sustained the civilization long, though it was continually
 wounded and reduced. It can no longer do so. "There was always a
 contradiction between the archaism of national pride and the promise of
 the new; and the contradiction has at last cracked the civilization open."
 (p. 9)
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 As in India, so in Africa. Until recently, self-images of the purity
 and holiness of the native cultures have blocked the perception of reality.
 In his first two books on India, Naipaul gives vivid descriptions of
 nauseating filth and squalor he sees there. To cite just one of the more
 famous of these, from An Area of Darkness

 Indians defecate everywhere. They defecate mostly, by the
 railroad tracks. But they also defecate on the beaches; they
 defecate on the hills; they defecate on the river banks; they
 defecate on the streets; they never look for cover, (p. 74)

 Indians do not see these squatters (p. 75) because of their notions of purity
 and pollution. Dirt is polluting, excrement most polluting form of dirt.
 The Indian mind separates itself from its sight, its very existence, to feel
 pure, to remain holy. In India, says Naipaul, the easiest thing to ignore
 is the obvious. M.K. Gandhi, whom Naipaul calls "the colonial" as he
 returns from South Africa, does not miss the obvious at all. He goes
 straight to the heart of every problem, from insanitation to the evil of the
 foreign rule, and to its solution. But "India undid him." (p. 85) His
 work ennobled public life, ennobled Hinduism. In the process, he became
 the Mahatma, a symbol of holiness, India's holiness. The symbol became
 all important, the reality behind it lost. Hence, after making for initial
 success, the symbol became dead weight and failed.

 He (Gandhi) succeeded politically because he was revered;
 he failed because he was revered. ... It is as if, in
 England, Florence Nightingale had become a saint, honored
 by statues everywhere, her name on every lip; and the
 hospitals remained as she had described them. (p. 86)

 Gandhi's message and the example of his work were reduced to
 symbolic and ritualistic imitation devoid of any constructive purpose.
 Naipaul describes the consequences in India: A Wounded Civilization.

 Now of Gandhianism there remained only the emblems and
 the energy; and the energy had turned malignant. India
 needed a new code, but it had none. There were no rules;
 and India was discovering again that it was cruel and
 horribly violent, (p. 42)
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 Similarly, African nationalism was a noble endeavor. It defined
 the identity of the African peoples and by asserting it added to its nobility.
 It brought about independence. But now Africa cannot thrive only on the
 "holiness" of its identity. Mere Africanization cannot bring about
 progress. In fact, Africanization is fraught with destructive consequences,
 because the emblems and symbols of African civilization flaunted by its
 paladins, such as the Big Man, do not have a sufficient basis in reality.
 They are either mythifying constructs supporting a fabricated self-
 flattering cultural identity. Or, if real, they are insular and obsolescent,
 having little relevance to contemporary conditions in Africa. The
 civilization itself has declined grievously, but nationalism and political
 independence have generated a vast and new civilizational energy. The
 energy, as also the present sorry conditions of society, requires new
 modes of civilization to express itself constructively. The old modes only
 block the energy, turning it malignant and destructive. The old modes,
 real or imagined, are hollow shells that the kernel of reality has cracked
 open; they must crumble and fall. Reality must give birth to a new
 civilization with its new, and real, forms like the skin of growing fruit.
 Reality must be addressed for regeneration to be possible. The
 civilization that has been long dying must now expire, it will expire, for
 a new one to arise. That is the message of India: A Wounded Civilization.
 In the present crisis "of a decaying civilization ... the only hope lies in
 further swift decay." (p. 191) The conclusion equally applies to Africa
 as the chaos in A Bend in the River shows.

 The world of Hindu culture in A House for Mr. Biswas is a
 stultifying, inhumane world. It is the world of a ghettoized, dying
 culture. Mr. Biswas' quest for a house of his own is a quest for civilized
 existence. He achieves his goal by leaving his community behind. The
 community itself eventually finds its salvation by dissolving into the wider
 culture of Trinidad. Similarly in India: A Million Mutinies Now, Naipaul
 sees new signs of vitality and growth in the Indian civilization as different
 groups with narrow identities-determined by caste, region, religion, or
 class-are connecting with the larger world of India to claim their share
 of it. Although they still can, and often do, retain their separate
 identities, because of the connection with the larger world, they are no
 longer circumscribed and stagnant islands of existence. Their sense of
 self-identify and their assertion of their rightful place in mainstream India
 are the two poles of a realistic assessment of their present situation. In
 this realism lies the source of new vitality. Although at present the
 stirrings of this vitality are causing tumultuous disturbance, these are but
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 pangs of a new birth. The Africa of a Bend in the River has not arrived
 at this stage. It is still close to the state that India is in in India: A
 Wounded Civilization.

 Just as it is necessary for the vitality of a civilization that its
 subcultures participate in its mainstream, even if to assert their own
 interests and identities, open and friendly interaction with other
 civilizations of the world is equally essential for its health. All of
 Naipaul's writing suggests that closed civilizations and cultures sooner or
 later fester and turn barbaric. Societies open to the outside world, on the
 other hand, advance in civilzation. Naipaul seems to believe that regular
 intercourse between them is mutually invigorating for all civilizations,
 because, although different civilizations have some distinct characteristics
 of their own, underneath the real spirit of civilization is the same.
 Naipaul seems to subscribe to a universal idea of civilization. He seems
 to say that civilization, wherever it exists, is civilization, whatever the
 differences in specific forms of it from place to place, just as juman
 beings are human beings whatever the differences between them as
 individuals. As positive relationships among individuals bring out their
 common humanity, similar connections between different civilizations
 enhance civilization as such. This is what gives significance to the Indian
 characters in A Bend in the River, they move across cultures and
 civilizations and, at least in their own lives, connect them. To these
 characters and their role in the novel, we must now return.

 The presence of Indian characters in A Bend in the River is even
 more important in the novel than the parallels between India and Africa
 in it. Despite its African setting, many of the central characters of the
 novel are Indian. All of them except an old couple come from the East
 Coast of Africa. The protagonist, Salim, is an Indian from there.
 Although his family have been in Africa for so many generations that they
 are now Africans, yet they and the rest of the Indian community on the
 East Coast have retained their separate ethnic identity. They are more a
 community of the Indian Ocean than of Africa proper. Another very
 important character, Salim's friend, Indar, comes from the same place,
 though his family came from India more recently. Nazruddin, a friend of
 Salim's family and his mentor and would be father-in-law, has the same
 origin as Salim. At the place of the central action, the "Bend in the
 River" of the title, Salim meets two Indian couples, one of whom, Mahesh
 and Shoba, play a prominent role in the story. They too come from the
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 East Coast. The other couple, older, remains nameless, yet their presence
 provides a significant illustration of Indian attitudes. There, of course, is
 E. Kareisha, Nazruddin's daughter whom we meet only towards the end
 when Salim goes to London and they finally get engaged, but who is there
 in the background throughout the novel.

 Naipaul's inclusion of so many Indian characters and the prominent
 place he gives them in the novel is not without reason. A Bend in the
 River, although set in Africa is not merely a novel about Africa, but one
 about the contemporary world, especially the situation created in today's
 world by the circumstances of the Third World. The world today is a
 place where it is becoming increasingly difficult for people to have a
 peaceful and orderly existence. People's lives are continuously threatened
 or disrupted by traumatic political and economic changes. The
 circumstances of the Indians settled outside India are for Naipaul a prime
 example of this precarious condition. He sees these Indians as homeless
 people trying to make a place for themselves wherever possible. All of
 them endeavor to pursue their destinies. The main stage of their action
 is Africa as a whole but the action extends to the whole world.

 Salim drammatically announces the philosophy of life by which one
 must be guided in today's world in the very first sentence of the novel.
 "The world is what it is; men who are nothing, who allow themselves to
 become nothing, have no place in it." (p.3) Living according to this
 philosophy requires deliberate assessment of one's situation and action to
 improve it. Early in the novel, Salim finds his people lacking such
 deliberation and action. He breaks from the prevailing attitude of his
 community mainly under Indar' s prompting. Indar comes from a rich
 family and has received better formal education than Salim. He
 anticipates the impending political trouble and violence on the East Coast
 and has decided to leave for England. His immediate plans are for further
 studies but he does not intend to return to Africa. He also awakens Salim

 to the danger of their situation and Salim follows his example to leave the
 East Coast.

 Salim' s decision to leave is made easier by the opportunity offered
 to him by Nazruddin; in fact, Nazruddin proves to be a more real mentor
 for Salim than Indar. Nazruddin helps Salim because he likes Salim and
 thinks that Salim will someday marry his daughter. In Salim's eyes,
 Nazruddin is a model self reliant and enterprising man who always knows
 how to succeed. He follows opportunities wherever they arise and can
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 pull out in time before trouble comes. As he sells his shop at the "Bend
 in the River" to Salim, he also gives him the benefit of his advice as a
 merchant. He cautions Salim against pursuing gains in mathematical
 instead of business terms.

 Never become hypnotized by the beauty of numbers. A
 businessman is someone who buys at ten and is happy to
 get out at twelve. The other kind of man buys at ten, sees
 it rise to eighteen and does nothing. He is waiting for it to
 get to twenty, (p. 24)

 Nazruddin's pragmatism enables him to survive, even to profit from
 disasters as he moves from country to country. In Salim' s eyes,
 Nazruddin is also a man with a style, one who knows how to live well and
 to enjoy life. His approach to life provides a model for Salim to emulate,
 and through Salim, it becomes the novel's guiding lesson, a lesson in
 realistic pursuit of fulfillment in one's life.

 Salim learns this lesson progressively. As he escapes the disasters
 of the East Coast, and travels the interior, he encounters another sea of
 troubles. After seeing on the way the fragmentation and the age-old tribal
 divisions to which the continent has reverted in the wake of independence,
 he arrives in the country of his destination with all its political
 precariousness. Having recently gained independence, the country has a
 national government ostensibly for the benefit of the native people, but
 actually maintained by the Big Man for his own power by the use of
 military force and shrewd demagoguery. The common people live at a
 bare subsistence level and from time to time their resentment at being
 deprived and suppressed breaks into rebellion. The Big Man stays in
 control by bringing in troops, sometimes from Europe as he does during
 the "Second Rebellion" which occurred soon after Salim has settled as a

 merchant at the Bend. The Big Man's regime, however, seems to be
 constantly under pressure and he continuously devises new tactics to keep
 people appeased and stay in power. The political situation is thus, at the
 best of times, only superficially stable, and in the worst, murderous war.
 Yet, during periods of even tenuous order, economic and other kinds of
 improvements do occur.

 Foreigners at the Bend play a crucial role in bringing about these
 improvements. This is what gives significance to the presence of Indians
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 in the town. Among all the foreigners, they are most under focus.
 Naipaul presents them as carriers of elements of civilization to the place.
 Most important in this role is their contribution as merchants. The articles
 that Salim imports from technologically advanced areas are very simple
 and often put to strange uses by the natives. If necessary, the natives can
 manage to survive without these imported articles, but they do make life
 more convenient. Also, business activity brings about general economic
 growth. The Indians in the town remain alien, but through their work
 they become deeply involved in its life. Even the least involved of them,
 the older Indian couple, who live with an attitude as if they resided on the
 bank of the Ganges, have a significant connection with the place. The old
 man had come there to work for the United Nations and stayed.

 Still more important than business and trade as factors contributing
 to civilization is the role of education. Zabeth, the marchande from the
 bush who buys her stock from Salim, though herself a woman believing
 in the power of magic, also believes in the value of education. She has
 her son (significantly by a trader husband from another part of Africa),
 Ferdinand, enrolled at the Lycée at the Bend, but she also entrusts his
 guardianship to Salim. For her, Salim, with his knowledge of the outside
 world, represents advancement and civilization. Though skeptical of this
 dubious honor and Ferdinand's acceptance of his authority, Salim does,
 in the course of time, have a salutary influence on Ferdinand's
 development.

 His relationship with Ferdinand brings Salim into contact with
 Father Huismans, the head of the Lycée. Father Huismans embodies the
 idea of civilization in his beliefs and practice. He subscribes to the motto,
 "He approves of the mingling of the peoples and their bonds of union."
 (p. 62) These words are inscribed in Latin on the Belgian Shipping
 Company monument at the dockyard at the Bend. The motto are a
 variation, in fact a reversal, of a statement in the Aeneid about the gods'
 disapproval of Aeneas' stay at Carthage for his love of an African queen.
 To Salim the shipping company's adoption of a motto which Rome in all
 its greatness was incapable of pursuing seems arrogant. Yet, he admires
 and respects Father Huismans for his unquestioning devotion to the ideal.

 For Father Huismans, the meeting and peaceful coexistence of
 different peoples is of the essence of civilization. Peaceful mixing of
 different peoples brings out the best in all of them. Father Huismans'
 idea of the character of European culture is based upon its highest
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 aspirations for a better world and the truth of the idea in his mind is
 unaffected by the coarseness and the narrow aims of the Europeans
 present in Africa. His approach to African culture is similar by
 complimentary and idealistic. He deeply appreciates its beauty, vitality
 and magic. Salim (one may say Naipaul) leaves no doubt that Father
 Huisman's love and understanding of Africa are profound. Father
 Huismans travels deep in the interior, assiduously collecting artifacts of
 the old African culture. He knows that old Africa is vanishing but he has
 full faith in the Lycée motto "always something new" (p. 61); Africa will
 always produce something new and vital. He believes that the Bend is a
 natural meeting place. People from different directions inevitably come
 together there and they are bound to create eventually a flourishing and
 civil society. In the process of this evolution, there will be setbacks but
 they will be overcome and peaceful life will start again and again until it
 achieves its destined goal.

 Salim admires Father Huismans' love of Africa and his enthusiasm

 for the distant future but as a person close to the daily economic, political,
 and social realities around him, he cannot completely share the cleric's
 vision. He finds Father Huismans' unconcern about these realities
 excessive. Salim thinks that Father Huismans can afford to have such

 sublime views because of his vocation. He is a priest, a half man; Salim
 calls him a "purist. "

 Such purism cannot be Salim's. His life is lived amidst the
 immediate and ordinary problems of existence. He must confront these
 problems as any ordinary person of the world must, but they are
 particularly important for him to face because of his circumstances as an
 Indian, as a member of a community that is alien but whose fortunes are
 intertwined with those of the place. The reality of this situation is harsh
 and inhospitable. No matter how much progress occurs from time to
 time-the period after the Second Rebellion sees a tremendous economical
 boom-the disruption of orderly life always remains an imminent threat.

 No certain protection here against lawlessness and eruption of
 violence. In fact, there is no rule of law or a binding standard of right
 and wrong to hold life together. Mahesh tells Salim "It isn't that there's
 no right or wrong here, there is no right. " (p. 92) He also says that the
 people here are "malins." He does not translate the word but describes
 it as signifying those who "have lived with the knowledge of men as
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 prey." (p. 56) The situation is thus clearly opposed to the possibility of
 the mingling of peoples that Father Huisman envisions and which Salim
 and his compatriots would promote and welcome, if only out of their own
 interests. In the given circumstances, one can do little but fend for
 oneself the best one can.

 The prevailing conditions at the Bend allow only a most basic type
 of existence for the common people; even the middle-class African's life
 is a dismal, squalid affair. Salim, and like him Mahesh and Shoba, try
 to make a life for themselves in this difficult environment. Posited against
 the harsh reality of the town and at the opposite end of Father Huismans'
 hopes is also another world, a world created by the Big Man and his
 foreign "advisors." Near the Bend, this world manifests itself as the New
 Domain and throughout the country it shows itself in the Big Man's
 politics and propaganda devices such as Africanization and the cult of the
 Black Madonna. To begin with, this world appears to have some basis in
 reality. It seems to originate in a desire to improve the country's
 condition but in course of time, in the Big Man's government, this
 developmental aim becomes increasingly devoid of honesty until it
 becomes an out and out lie promulgated to maintain his power. For his
 "advisors" too, this world becomes divorced from reality- an inaccessible
 dream, an intellectual exercise in self-delusion, or merely a device to save
 one's face, knowing full well that the Big Man no longer has any
 commitment to it.

 Salim comes into contact with this world away from reality through
 Indar who has returned to Africa to work for an outfit which provides
 support for intellectual and academic work in many African countries for
 the development of the continent. Indar has come to lecture for a period
 at the Polytechnic in the New Domain. He introduces Salim to Raymond
 as a scholar "who knows more about Africa than anyone else" and as the
 Big Man's mentor. A European, Raymond had come to the country
 during the colonial rule and had stayed to write about Africa and to help
 in its development. In the New Domain, there is also Yvette, Raymond's
 wife, thirty years his junior. To her Salim is instantly drawn.

 Salim and Yvette become lovers. Their love is an altogether new
 experience for Salim whose amorous life up to now has been limited to
 bought favors. His life now moves between the reality of the town and
 the dream world of the New Domain. It becomes filled with a new

 meaning and a sense of deep human fulfillment. Unfortunately, the
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 relationship cannot last; the place would not permit its continuation.
 Reality and the dream cannot stay together because the dream for which
 the New Domain stands has become vitiated. Yvette, who had married
 Raymond because of the glamor and romance that life with him in Africa
 seemed to promise, now finds Raymond reduced to nothing and unable to
 get out of the virtual prison that the place has become for him. She feels
 herself trapped with him. As she contemplates escape which would also
 mean leaving Salim, her relationship with him loses its life, the change
 showing in her manner towards Salim who detects the falseness and finds
 her behaving like a tart instead of an honest lover. In anger, he beats her
 brutally. The experience robs him of his manhood and in still greater
 anger and frustration, he degrades her horribly. Their relationship ends.
 With that ends also, in a real sense, Salim's stay at the Bend. Although
 after a preliminary visit to London, he returns to the town, he does so
 only to prepare for his final departure.

 Salim's departure, obviously a failure of the place, is not his
 failure. To the contrary, his departure suggests that he succeeds to the
 extent the prevailing conditions permit. It might appear that Mahesh
 proved more successful through his astuteness in safeguarding his financial
 assets and staying on, and thus doing what he had told Salim one does at
 the Bend, very early in their acquaintanceship "You do what we all do.
 You carry on." (p. 68) However, Mahesh and Shoba, broken away as
 they have from their conventional background in getting married and in
 leaving the East Coast, do not connect with the reality of the Bend as
 much as Salim tried to. Except for their business, their personal lives
 remain circumscribed to their conjugal world, and even there to the
 maintenance of looks to please each other.

 Salim had left the East Coast to make a life for himself in the

 wider world. His flight to London does not mean simply a return to the
 cocoon of his community. It means instead venturing into a world still
 wider than the one he has to withdraw from. To the extent that he returns

 to his original connections, he seems to do so for those strengths in them
 which have enduring and universal value. Nazruddin had pointed out long
 ago that the quality most prominent in Salim was loyalty. Salim
 deliberately chose to abandon loyalty to his community in any narrow and
 literal sense. Having thus freed himself, he chooses what is worthy and
 sustaining in his roots. In this evolution, he surpasses Indar who had
 initially awakened him from the confining atmosphere of his community.
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 Indar had grown to a point where he thought he could master his destiny
 by becoming what he chose to be and he had claimed to set his own price
 for himself. But after the folding of the outfit for which he worked in
 Africa, Indar utterly collapses. He cannot shake off his obsession with his
 sacredness as one who comes from a rich family. He cannot bring
 himself to do any work that does not harmonize with his elitist attitude.
 He cannot be pragmatic or philosophical. Salim recognizes the need for
 both pragmatism and a philosophical attitude to cope with the world. One
 must do what one must. In this acceptance, Salim is both practical and
 liberated from his past and yet his background is also very Indian.
 Talking about the need to cope with the past, Indar says that the past must
 be trampled upon. He says, at first, it feels like trampling upon a garden
 but then it becomes plain ground, (pp. 112-113) Salim arrives at a much
 profounder adjustment. He comes to realize that "Men lived to acquire
 experience; the quality of the experience was immaterial; pleasure and
 pain-and above all pain-had no meaning," a philosophy of action
 reminiscent of the sages of ancient Indian but free from obsolete, other-
 worldly trappings. Salim, moving across continents, is the archetypical
 answer to the disarray in the world at the present juncture in history, at
 the Bend in the River of civilizations- a turn in the Ganges.

 REFERENCES

 Naipaul, V.S. A Bend in the River. New York: Knopf, 1979.

 Knopf, 1981.

 1990.

 Naipaul, V.S. Mystic Masseur. London: A Deutsch, 1957.
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